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project definition
Here is the definition of word 'primitive' on dictionary:
primitive |ˈprimətiv|
adjective
1 relating to, denoting, or preserving the character of an early stage in the evolutionary or historical development of
something : primitive mammals | a name corrupted from primitive German.
• relating to or denoting a preliterate, nonindustrial society or culture characterized by simple social and economic
organization : primitive people.
• having a quality or style that offers an extremely basic level of comfort, convenience, or efficiency : the accommodations at
the camp were a bit primitive.
• (of behavior, thought, or emotion) apparently originating in unconscious needs or desires and unaffected by objective
reasoning : the primitive responses we share with many animals.
• of or denoting a simple, direct style of art that deliberately rejects sophisticated artistic techniques.
2 not developed or derived from anything else : the primitive material of the universe.
• Linguistics denoting a word, base, or root from which another is historically derived.
• Linguistics denoting an irreducible form.
• Mathematics (of an algebraic or geometric expression) from which another is derived, or which is not itself derived from
another.
3 Biology (of a part or structure) in the first or early stage of formation or growth; rudimentary. See also primitive streak .
noun

1 a person belonging to a preliterate, nonindustrial society or culture.
2 a pre-Renaissance painter.
• a modern painter who imitates the pre-Renaissance style.
• an artist employing a simple, naive style that deliberately rejects subtlety or conventional techniques.
• a painting by a primitive artist, or an object in a primitive style.

3 Linguistics a word, base, or root from which another is historically derived.
• Linguistics an irreducible form.
• Mathematics an algebraic or geometric expression from which another is derived; a curve of which another is the polar or
reciprocal.
• Computing a simple operation or procedure of a limited set from which complex operations or procedures may be
constructed, esp. a simple geometric shape that may be generated in computer graphics by such an operation or procedure.
DERIVATIVES
primitively |ˈprɪməd1vli| adverb
primitiveness |ˈprɪmədɪvn1s| noun
primitivity |ˌpriməˈtivətē| noun
ORIGIN late Middle English (in the sense [original, not derivative] ): from Old French primitif, -ive, from Latin primitivus ‘first
of its kind,’ from primus ‘first.’

I named my project primitive, because I aim to observe the collaboration of people who are activating one side of their brain
much more than the other side while playing a game in which they have to use their primitive knowledge about recognizing
and learning.
My project is going to be a kind of puzzle/chess game that should be played in both faculties (FASS and FENS) in order to
see the result. I will make users to create a picture on canvas using primitive shaped pieces and contact with each other
while playing the game.

conceptual description

As FASS and FENS students are we really sharing our knowledge and use it to create ideas together or not? Are we aware
that we are somehow connected in thinking and producing?
In order to find answers to my questions, I thought of designing a space, where I could test the collaboration of different
people from different faculties. This installed area will contain the game that is based on the very known concept of usage of
left and right brain and the basic learning process of an infant. Here is a brief list of specialties of different hemispheres of
brain created according to Dr. Roger W. Sperry's research:

left hemisphere

right hemisphere

• Language skills,

• Copying of designs,

• Skilled movement,

• Discrimination of shapes e.g.

• Analytical time
sequence
processing.

picking out a camouflaged
object,
• Understanding geometric
properties,
• Reading faces,

shared
• Sensations on both
side of face,
• Sound perceived by
both ears,
• Pain,
• Hunger,
Position.

• Music,
• Global holistic processing,
• Understanding of metaphors,
• Expressing emotions,
• Reading emotions.

I used this information and also the very basic process of learning at the very early stages of life cycle and tried to create an
area that various users can share their knowledge and basic abilities.

scope of the project
My project will achieve the collaborative effort of people with different abilities and show that they could practice together in
order to have better outcomes. I will make them think on something that needs basic knowledge and enjoy using this
primitive knowledge while trying to connect with somebody familiar or totally stranger.

target audience/user

My target audience will be each and everybody that would like to be involved in the game in FASS and FENS faculties
between ages 18-30(mostly students)

background information

As we went further in learning under visual communication design programme, we somehow started to be integrated with
our computers and quickly changing technology. We almost stopped using handmade work and continue with computer
based designs. At last we were faced with many unknowns about our equipment and software that we have to use. At that
point we stopped using the technology by ourselves and tried to sort things out with people who are more active than us in
technological stuff. Up to that time we were only expected to solve arts and design issues and make a lot of thinking and
reading about that stuff; but then when we started trying to take part in the computer based issues, we had to make a lot
more analytical and systematical decisions by calculations in a different world of code systems. That was so new to us; so we
had and still are having hard times. In order to find quick solutions we started asking for help and collaborating with more
analytical thinking people whom are working on issues we never did. Outcome was an expedited process of exchanging
knowledge. There was only one problem. This whole process was like a surreptitious affair; as if we were somehow ashamed
that we were not able to sort things out by ourselves and asking for help to make good. Actually it was completely something
else. It was just sharing the knowledge and cooperating that we denied.

Everybody has different ways of thinking and different abilities in life. One cannot be enough for every kind of thinking. In
order to make it whole, collaboration and participation of different sides is firmly needed. It is actually how brain itself works.
Brain functions are basically separated into two hemispheres. Left hemisphere mostly controls the motor actions and problem
solving and right side of the body. Right hemisphere is responsible for expressing emotions, visualizing every kind of object
and the left part of the body. Mostly each one of us uses one part better than the other and this effects our overall actions
and choices about our lives. Choice of our education is also based on this ability of using left or right side of the brain. It is a
normal process for us to collaborate in any kind of work with somebody else who is able to use different senses than us. We
usually are not aware of doing this if we are not concentrated on one special piece of work; at that point we are shy or
stressed of this collaboration going on feeling capable in ourselves.
With my project I wanted to make this collaboration visible on surface and show that it is actually helping both sides rather
than making us feel capable or incapable. Basing this game on basic identification of two sides of brain is not enough. At
this point I made users to make a basic thinking of colors and shapes and think a bit about early ages in which our learning

procedure starts.
Although they are having difficulties in focusing and seeing everything clear as an adult, newborns are able to scan their
surroundings actively. By 2 months of age they can easily perceive different colors as good as adults. Between 2 and 4
months of age visual cortex goes under boost of creation of new synapses. This means that visual activity is the fastest
development of an infants body. After that comes the motor activities. At 9 months of age, infants can guide their own
activities properly. Actions like holding, grabbing, moving objects become as automatic as if they are reflex. So according to
this knowledge, first things we recognize and learn visually are primitive shapes and colors around in our early stages of life
in terms of learning process. We somehow start differentiating and grouping things according to their shapes and colors. As
4 month old infants we are not able to find out the abstract meaning of colors but we can separate and combine objects by
grouping same colors together. This is a very basic step of the learning process. It is same with the shapes. There are several
shapes that are superior than the others in learning process. I used these first steps of learning and tried to make my target
audience make combinations using those primitive shapes to play. I tried to touch to their very first learnings, which they are
not aware in their adult ages. They use that knowledge as if it comes with birth, like reflexes. I used this basic knowledge in
order to make them just care about collaboration but nothing else. They were free to combine these primitive shapes
according to the given easy tasks. Tasks will offer them limited free-will combinations in order to control actions for the sake
of collaboration of two sides.
This process of learning at early ages is controlled by different parts of the brain. Recognition of colors and shapes are
usually controlled by right hemisphere and motor activity is controlled by the left side which will be moving the objects on the
surface in my project. Process of combining will differ from left hemisphere users and right hemisphere users according to
their analytical, emotional and visual decisions. I aimed to experiment the usage of different hemispheres of brain; learning
at the very early days of life works as reflex in adult ages and helps other motor activities and emotional decisions. By this
way I aimed to reach my point: collaborative work gives more fancy, dynamic and smart outcomes.
I installed two kiosks (one in FASS and one in FENS) in two faculties at points in most visited, passed corridors. This kiosks
included a desk as the canvas of the game, several primitive red, yellow, blue colored triangular prisms, cubes and spheres;
cameras for pattern recognition and communication. There was one screen at each kiosk; showing the outcome after
participants in both sides finish playing and for communication with each other through Skype. So players were able to see
each other and talk with each other. They were connected by talk and most importantly their canvas. If there was nobody
playing on one side but there was somebody passing by, the one on the other side was able to call him/her to come closer
to kiosk and play the game.
They had to complete the given tasks by interacting with each other. This interaction was so visible that they were even able
to discuss the way they were going to arrange shapes and make the outcome so planned or they were able to arrange
pieces unplanned and have fun with the abstract outcome. The important point was that, they will never see the final image
without finishing on both sides. While playing, they were not able to see their own playing canvas on the screen but only the
other persons in order to follow each other and create together. So collaboration and interaction was a must. It was nothing
that should be done secretly but hundred percent visible. Another issue which was important was time. They were given a
certain time to finish the game. This was an allusion to deadlines of projects.

required know-how and resources
The very first requirement was the correct measurements of the kiosk/table and my pieces. I had to be careful about
materials. I used plexyglass for the playing surface, good for pattern recognition, and wood for the rest construction of the
table. Then I made my mind clear about how reactivision works together with processing via TUIO library. I learned some
coding in processing for pattern recognition, opacity changes, sticking two images on top of each other, setting time and at
last HTTP library in order to make two computers talk to each other. They were not advanced knowledge but in order to
make my project work properly with less bugs or without bugs I learned more than enough. And after installing I made sure
that it was attracting people to wonder, come and play with it. I made several changes according to people's reactions; then
it was ready.

difficulties and risks
My main difficulty was the learning process of the software Processing which was very distant to me. After solving my
questions about it, it became easier to work on. Another difficulty was to provide connection between two computers when I
place two kiosks far away. It was not so easy to control them; going to one place starting the code then coming back again
and setting the other computer. Another thing, which could not be a risk or a difficulty but still was a problematic issue, was
the possibility of stealing or harming of the outstanding pieces that I had. People may like to take them after playing because
they are attractive or they could fall down and break. I cannot make sure all the pieces will last till the end if I leave them
outside for a long time, which will cost me more than it should.
Also I couldn't control people all the time in order to check if they were touching to the network cables or to keyboard or
mouse and causing processing or if Skype stopped working.

phases of the project
getting more into research about;
- brain facilities, usage of right and left hemisphere, learning process of an infant, phases of learning
- color and shape relations, learning procedure of colors and shapes
learning to use the software that I will be using in my project
- Reactivision, Processing, socket programming (UDP, TCP/IP)
preparing the objects
-the desk, primitive pieces
testing
-the outcome, whole installed area

criteria of success
I was dealing with an unknown which I had to become familiar with in a short time period and that was really challenging for
me. What made it significant was that, I did not want to make my target audience to realize the technical issues that this
project was based on; but rather enjoy their time creating an image (could be called a composition or painting) together with
somebody unknown or with a friend just by thinking to manage together a simple task. My project may even leave a smile on
their faces by leaving a question in their minds: What was that, why did we spend some time with some kindergarden toys in
a university corridor? Do not we have more “serious issues” to do?
Maybe they did realize what I realized and decided to do this project: We all have our own serious issues but how about
sharing them and making them more attractive and dynamic with different understandings... Wouldn't it be nice to be aware
of it and say it out loud that we are actually integrated and making things worth living, enjoying together easily?

result
I successfully installed my game kiosks at FASS and FENS faculties, at the most frequent corridors. As I assumed people were
really interested in this little area. I was able to install it during final exams period; so visitors were not as much as I expected
in number but the ones who were there were really into it, trying to figure out what is going on there. And again because it is
final exams period, most of the people were in a hurry and passing by quickly so that they were not able to play the game
several times so that they could get the exact idea.
The ones who were able to finish the tasks and play it several times really enjoyed it and had fun for some little time in the
middle of their busy day. Some commented that it was really a good idea to connect to faculties; to see their friends for a
couple of minutes via my game and share it.
Some of the people were also interested but were not reading the tasks properly and tried to play by themselves. If anyone
from any kiosk puts a piece on the canvas, countdown starts. These kind of players who were not reading my tasks properly
thought that it was not working properly because they were not able to see what they are doing or they were saying “I wanted
to play it but couldn't play alone, why?” I was answering back with a smile on my face! I got to my starting point: It needs
collaboration and the beauty is there, exactly at that point; it is not design to be played alone!
At the beginning it was really ambiguous; left many questions in my mind. Was my kiosk enough to get to my point or not?
Even I did not have chance to test it with a big amount of users, the ones I have were enough to get to my starting point
which made me feel comfortable.
During these trials I also faced some difficulties. It is impossible to make Processing to work for long hours without crashing.
At some point it stops working by itself without any errors in code. This is a technical problem which I cannot solve but effects
my project and makes it unavailable. Another technical problem I had was with my network cables. When I leave them for
several hours they get loose by themselves at some point and I loose my connection between to computers. Last technical
problem I had was with Skype. When we use Skype only for half an hour it may freeze for several times. So when I leave it for
several hours Skype screen freeze more and that stops connection immediately. Because of all these technical problems, I
had to check the kiosks many times during day which is a tiring process.
Nearby these technical difficulties; me and my colleagues were expecting some primitive pieces to disappear. It never
happened. What happened was, in FENS faculty people were trying to use laptop I inserted as laptop itself rather than
seeing it as a piece of my installation. So I had to stick some warning texts around to stop them but they also did not help so
much. This was a bit problematic for me but somehow connected to my basic ideas. I wanted to evaluate the thinking and
decision process of people who have different interests and abilities.
So with this problem I was up to this hypothesis: People in social sciences and arts department are taking this installation like
a compact one piece and trying to use it as it is; they are treating it as a social network and game kiosk. And people in
engineering and science department are trying to figure out what makes it a network area, what makes it work (like what is
the technology under it) that and also they treat it not as a whole one piece but as different pieces like table-laptop-camera
and some pieces. I found the screen many times with stopped Processing window + Mozilla window which admits laptop
was used as a computer not as a part of my kiosk. This curiosity of people was the hardest part of my difficulties and
problems to solve.
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project development
I was faced with new technologies and unknown software in the beggining of my first semester of my last school year. It was not
so easy for me to get into this new system so quickly so I basicly needed some help during my project development period and
while doing so, I was never comfortable with the idea of getting help secretly. It had to be obvious for me. If I do not have any
idea of a subject, including what to start with, I would ask for help to start from an logical and apprehensive point. Then I would
build my ideas and work on that basic know-how and continue getting help where I am stuck. Then I came up with this idea for
my 402 project:
I would do an interactive installation that is like a puzzle or a game that would be played in two faculties FASS and FENS.
I would install a game kiosk in each of two faculties (FENS and FASS) that contains basic shapes which are alike our infant-age
toys/legos with basic colors; blue cubes, red cylinders and yellow triangular prisms. Players would not have to think on difficult
problems but only enjoy playing a basic game in given time period as if it is a project that has a due date and has to be solved
till it,s due date.

search of materials/ purchasing
Outcome: A minimal looking table, which could be set several times, with two wooden legs and a plexi surface that I could use
both like a canvas for the game and also like a cell for keeping game pieces inside. I found proper craftsmen that could produce
the exact drawings I made with correct measurements. I selected wood as the material for primitive pieces and asked help from
endustrial engineering department to use their cnc tables for perfect cut. Then I painted them myself with oil colors, which I
bought from Bauhaus, after sanding. Last procedure for creating primitive pieces is sticking fiducials on them. Best is to have cvc
covered fiducials. They will not lose their ink when played several times on plexi-surface.
Other materials I needed were several web cams, laptops, network cables, extention cables. I borrowed the laptops. For the web
cams I made some google research, to find the porper ones. To have a perfect sight for reactivision, I had to use wide angle
usb cameras which are a bit expensive for a student project. So I used web cams which have sight good enough for a little

technology
I used Processing 1.0 for coding and Reactivision for pattern recognition. What makes Reactivision work together with Processing
1.0 is TUIO library. For countdown I used millis(); and for creating my flow between different conditions of the game, I defined
an integer named Game. Under this integer I created all of my conditions. For the connection between two computers I used
the network library of Processing. Shared Canvas example really helped me to understand how to share data strings between
the server and the client computers.

installing
I first installed both tables at the same place to test the hight of the wooden piece that I would stick my web cam on, and also

int Game
0: Off
1: On
2: Done
3: Not Done
4: Wait

n : number of pieces
t : timer1
w : timer2

0

70cm

50cm

100cm

70cm

20cm

6cm

6cm

name

amount

cost per piece (TL)

minifix
primitive piece
plexiglass
table
web cam
laptop
network cable
extention cable
colored paper
paint

16
12 (2 from each)
2
2
4 (2 on laptops)
2
2 (10m)
2 (10m)
1 A4
1can (500g) from each
color
(red,blue,yellow,white)

comes with table
85
100
25
borrowed
5
10
1.5
10

